
Be well.

Big Box Ambulatory

Think Inside 
the Box

Is your interior sending the right message?
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Be the Customer
Using “Empathy” role play, tell stories, own the patient’s questions, imagine 
their expectations, exceed expectations.  In their “Johnny Coat” what would 
earn your vote as “Simply Outstanding.”

Live Up to the Yale New Haven Health Brand
What is the promise to your patients? What does that look like?  Does it 
create a memorable image? Is it a “Ritz Hand-off” or a “Broken Window”? 

Direction and Diversion
Does your wayfinding make patients get to where they have to 
go and make them forget why they are going there?

Bus Stop Waiting is So Over
Give people choice, comfort, and dignity.  Build variety in 
choice for seating, entertainment, and education.

Status: Delayed
Empower customers to explore destinations when schedules fail.  Organize 
positive distractions for the “time between.”  Encourage “conversation starters.”

Status: On Time
Choreograph the entire patient visit, offering proven positive distractions to 
minimize stress at each touch point in their journey.  Use nature, light, art, color, 
music, thermal comfort, aroma, food, touch, camaraderie, and spiritual inspiration.

One Size Does Not Fit All
Is a patient experience customizable, are there systems in place to read the 
obvious signs?  Frequent flyers, special needs, on demand services? 

Is it Clean Dirt (Clutter) or is it Dirty Dirt (Grunge)?
Audit spaces, eliminate clutter and define building materials that collect dirt and 
cannot be cleaned.  Ghosted white boards, dead plants, utilitarian trash cans, 
taped signage, obstacles in pathways, stacks of magazines are not hospitable.

Shhhh! Quiet Please
Identify where noise is being generated, send it off-stage, give it a high 
NRC rated ceiling tile, rank all building materials on a likert scale for 
acoustical value, modify rolling cart parts, change ceiling.

Hospitable
Communicate as though you are discussing a person’s most important 
concern, their health and wellbeing!  Win their trust!  Do so at eye level and 
with a caring touch.  Remove technology as a barrier.

Design to Transform 
the Patient Experience 

10 STEPS TO CREATE A PLACE OF WELLBEING
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